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Train a cat? Yes, you can! Clicker training, the new way of communicating with animals,is quick and

easy for you - and it's fun for your cat. Clicker training can improve your cat's health, activity and

attitude toward life. It can make your cat happier and more affectionate.In the easy-to-read

beginner's guide, Karen Pryor, the world's leading clicker training expert, tells you how to teach your

cat:* to come when called* to play without biting or scratching* to stay off the table* to get along with

dogs* to walk outside on a leash* to do cute tricks and games!All with a click and a treat!
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As a beginner to clicker-training, I did not like this book. It did not help me get started more than just

researching a few things, and watching some videos did. It has some good, advanced ideas and

stories but no real steps to accomplish such things. Also, I understand as an animal trainer, you can

use all experiences to help become a better trainer or pet owner, but don't title your book "clicker

training for CATS" when you speak more about dogs, dolphins, horses, and even mice. I do not own

a dolphin, I have a cat. It did not state it was a step by step instruction book, so I suppose it is my



fault in the end for wasting the time and money. I just found a bunch of reviews for another book that

say this book was useless compared to "Cat Training in 10 minutes". Wish they would have

reviewed here and saved me the trouble.

My cat is a very smart kitty but we do not communicate well. Somehow clicker training helps me

understand her better. She is 2 years old and seems to be responding well. I have only had started

to use this system a couple of weeks ago and we are taking it slow because i never seem to have

enough time. but i do try to take 15 minutes a day and devote it to playing and clicking. I already feel

myself scolding her less and she seems to love it. This book also seems the easiest to understand

as it explains how the cat may react and explains to just be patient and have fun with it, gives you

ideas on what to train your cat to do, and it doesn't cost a lot. I have it on my kindle app so i can

read it any time. it is very convenient.

Karen Pryor has an amazing understanding of animals. This book, along with "Reaching the Animal

Mind", changed my life forever. You can train your cat! Read the book first, whatever you have seen

or heard about clicker training, read it through first, (ot is a quick,easy fun read) so you don't make

common mistakes, Training is easier when it is done right the first time, and Karen Pryor breaks it

down into simple clear steps. Great book.Every cat parent should get this.

Just got new kittens and this seems like such a great positive way to train them. Found this book

recommend in The Inner Life Of Cats.

Very clearly written with unambiguous instructions on how to clicker train a cat (or other animal).

Lots of tips and suggestions for both tricks and behaviour.

Alas our cat is training proof.

Ugh. Cat training is hard. Why did I buy this book?It's well written, but cats don't give a hoot about it.

Good tutorial by the master.
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